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THE DAVID G GELDARD COLLECTION 
of BRITISH PRE-GROUPING RAILWAY TICKETS 

The collection was started in 1956 and over the years has developed into a specialised collection restricted to tickets 
of the British pre-grouping railway companies. For the purposes of the collection the term “pre-grouping” is defined 
as: 

(a) any company that is listed as a Constituent Company or Subsidiary Company in the First Schedule to The 
Railways Act 1921 [11 & 12 Geo. 5, ch. 55]; 

(b) any company that was a constituent of a company under (a) above; 
(c) any railway owned jointly by one or more of the companies under (a) and/or (b) above; 
(d) any railway owned jointly by a main line company under (a) above and a company that became part of 

the London Passenger Transport Board on 12 April 1933 but only insofar as tickets provided by the main 
line company are concerned. 

In some isolated instances a company under (a) above supplied another company falling outside the definition with 
through tickets onto its own system or onto lines that it worked. These are included in the collection. 

The collection is a ‘types’ collection, assembled to enable the student to gain an understanding of the categories of 
traffic that a railway company wished to attract, from passengers making a single or return journey at the full 
ordinary fare, through the excursionist, the tourist, the workman and those many others entitled to some form of 
reduced fare travel, to a dog or article that accompanied a passenger. It includes tickets for omnibus, shipping and 
ancillary services operated by the companies. 

A types collection traces the development of each category of ticket from its introduction throughout the life of the 
company, showing how and why the print format on the tickets was changed. To this end tickets are collected 
irrespective of the actual journeys for which they are issued, and no attempt is made to assemble items that represent 
all the stations on a given company’s system. No index to the stations represented in the collection has been 
compiled but the PDFs are fully searchable and this enables individual stations to be located. 

Because of the extensive annotation throughout the collection it is considered to be a unique record of British 
railway ticket practice from 1830 to 1923. It is the result of sustained research over a 60 year period during which 
much time has been spent with the RAIL records of the National Archives and of the National Records of Scotland. 
All known books and other publications dealing specifically with tickets have been read, amongst these specific 
mention must be made of the Journal of The Transport Ticket Society and its predecessor organisations. All 
significant company histories have been consulted and notes have been taken from all the principal railway 
periodicals from the late 19th century onwards. 

Most important, however, is the wide range of public and private ticket collections that have been studied and 
analysed. The major public collections are those in the National Railway Museum York, the National Archives 
(particularly the Hayward collection) and Birmingham Public Library (the Bett collection). Also significant are 
holdings of the Bodleian Library Oxford (the John Johnson collection), John Rylands University Library of 
Manchester (the Edmondson family collection), London Transport Museum, the Tolson Memorial Museum 
Huddersfield (the Jacomb collection) and the Fritz Hellmuth collection at the Deutsches Technikmuseum in 
Berlin. Major collections in trust are those of the Great Western Trust (assembled by the late Charles Gordon 
Stuart and the late Mike Ogden) and of the Midland Railway Society in the Midland Railway Study Centre at 
The Silk Mill Museum of Making in Derby (the Roy F Burrows collection). Over the years more than 60 private 
collectors have kindly allowed access to their tickets, many are regrettably no longer with us but I record my 
appreciation to them all. Between them, these sources have provided a research base of well over a quarter of a 
million tickets. 
 
 
  



USING THE PDFs 
 
The PDFs have been compiled using Nuance but are fully readable and searchable with standard Adobe software. 
A small glitch is that while reading some volumes a pop-up may appear containing the message “The font ‘Courier’ 
contains a bad /BBox”. This is due to the sensitivity of the error settings in Adobe reader. 
 
Should this happen simply CLICK OK and carry on as normal. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

PAGE FORMS 

Company introduction pages  

These are provided for most of the smaller companies. Each page includes a map together with historical notes 
drawn from the available sources, primary if possible. When sources differ that considered to be the most reliable 
is used. Information on station opening and closing dates is taken from Railway Passenger Stations in Great Britain 
– A Chronology by Michael Quick (Railway & Canal Historical Society) using the most up-to-date edition at the 
time of compilation or amendment. This is by far the most reliable source for such data. 

Background information pages 

These may be text pages (in a Word document within the volume or as scans) containing background notes designed 
to assist understanding of the tickets in the volume, and/or scans of relevant documents. 

Conditions of issue (ticket backs) pages 

The information printed on the back of a ticket is often essential in placing it in its proper time frame. As appropriate, 
therefore, and usually at the start of any volume, one or more pages illustrating ticket backs are included, with each 
particular back being given what is for the railway company concerned a unique reference. As each volume is 
designed to be self-contained some such pages may be repeated in more than one volume. 
 
Ticket pages 

Most pages show edmondson or punch tickets together with commentary thereon. Most tickets in the collection are 
originals although extensive use is also made of photographs and photocopies. The conditions of issue or other print 
on the back of a ticket is indicated either in the commentary or below the ticket at the left hand side thereof, in 
either case using a reference as explained in the above section. 

If the date of issue is known then this is noted below an original ticket at the right hand side thereof, or below a 
copy at the left hand side thereof using the notation dd.mm.yy with the month given in a standard two-letter 
abbreviated form no matter how the date is shown on the actual ticket. If a ticket is not dated then “Undated” is 
shown and if the date is not fully legible then the abbreviation ‘Illeg’ is used. 

When a copy ticket is shown any notation at the right hand side is a source reference and can be ignored. 

Whole return tickets are very much more difficult to find than singles and the collection therefore makes extensive 
use of severed halves. When two non-matching halves are placed in contact then care has been taken to ensure that 
together they illustrate the print layout of a whole ticket even though journey and other details may be inconsistent. 

Some pages show paper and large card tickets, including season tickets. Generally speaking these are not 
annotated and the backs are either illustrated on the same page or on the immediately following page.  

http://dd.mm/


DATING OF MIDLAND RAILWAY TICKETS 

The table to the right shows the way in which the date of issue was 
shown on Midland tickets for the years 1887 to 1922, and on Midland 
section tickets of the LM&SR for 1923 to 1925. Except in 1892 the date 
30 September is used to show the order in which the day, month and year 
are placed. 

Commencing on 25 January 1892 (Superintendent of the Line Circular 
No 590), the date order was rotated on a three-year cycle. The reason 
for starting the scheme was to facilitate detection of fraudulent use of 
tickets. From 1 January 1926 the Midland scheme was replaced by the 
LM&SR rotating scheme. 

In practice, dates between the 1st and the 9th day of the month were 
nearly always shown using one digit, i.e. 1, 2, 3 etc. The abbreviations 
normally used for the months were JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, 
JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV and DEC; exceptions that have been seen 
on more than one ticket are APL and SEPT. 

Until 1899, two digits were always used for the year. In 1900, 00 is the 
most common indication, but both 900 and 1900 were also used. From 
1901 onwards, the year was shown either as 901, 902 etc or as 1901, 
1902 etc, the three digit form being the more common. 

The Midland booking clerks were extremely good at interpreting the 
scheme correctly and not making mistakes in its use, and errors are few. 

All the information given in the table has been checked from actual 
tickets without making any assumptions. 

SEP 30 87 
SEP 30 88 
SEP 30 89 
SEP 30 90 
SEP 30 91 
JAN 24 92 

92 JAN 25 
30 SEP 93 
SEP 30 94 
95 SEP 30 
30 SEP 96 
SEP 30 97 
98 SEP 30 
30 SEP 99 
SEP 30 00 
901 SEP 30 
30 SEP 902 
SEP 30 903 
904 SEP 30 
30 SEP 905 
SEP 30 906 
907 SEP 30 
30 SEP 908 
SEP 30 909 
910 SEP 30 
30 SEP 911 
SEP 30 912 
913 SEP 30 
30 SEP 914 
SEP 30 915 
916 SEP 30 
30 SEP 917 
SEP 30 918 
919 SEP 30 
30 SEP 920 
SEP 30 921 
922 SEP 30 

30 SEP 923 
SEP 30 924 
925 SEP 30 
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ORDINARY SINGLES & RETURNS - FOREIGN TICKETS 

As stated in the introduction the Midland did not, for the majority of its existence, generally distinguish tickets for foreign 
journeys from those for local travel and the sequences of standard singles and returns that have been described are applicable 
to most foreign tickets. Some of the exceptions have been dealt with in the chapter dealing with specified carrier tickets; the 
others will now be described, starting with early tickets and then working alphabetically. 

Early Tickets 

The B&DJR, MCR and NMR were all founder members of the Railway Clearing House, which started business on 2 
January 1842 and which required the use of edmondson tickets by all its members. The RCH required that wherever 
possible passengers were to be booked through to stations on the lines of the member companies without change of carriage, 
and each day collected tickets for such through travel were sent to the Clearing House for apportionment of the revenue from 
those journeys. To expedite the sorting of tickets a cypher or monogram distinctive of the issuing company was printed on 
the back of every foreign ticket, and this practice continued into the Midland Railway era. 

The earliest monograms were typical of the security printing carried out by Thomas de la Rue & Co. and almost certainly 
that company provided cards with the back pre-printed, leaving the railway's printer to print the journey and other details on 
the face of the ticket. Chambers Journal reported that by 1846 de la Rue was making tickets (actually card blanks) for 
"nearly all the railways in the United Kingdom". The MR monogram is, however, of a simpler form and it is not 
inconceivable that it could have been printed in-house. 

Midland foreign singles with a monogram on the back will have been printed in Types OS1C and 0S3 to 0S5. The usual 
colour is black, except for pink second class tickets on which red print is used. In The North Staffordshire Railway by R. 
Christiansen & R.W. Miller (David & Charles 1971) there is a passage stating that In July 1852 the company was successful 
in piloting through the Railway Clearing House a scheme to replace company cyphers on tickets with information on routes, 
useful to passengers and ticket collectors. It was quite a radical change for it involved putting the initials of the issuing 
company on the front of tickets. No authority is given, but it is clear that the Midland continued to use their monogram well 
after that date. 

No return ticket with a monogram has been seen. 

Type OS1C The basic early design showing only the stations, class and serial number. 
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FOREIGN TICKETS 

England - Scotland 

Anglo-Scottish passengers also benefited from longer ticket availabilities, at the turn of the century single tickets issued 
between stations in England and those in Scotland were valid for six days, and this availability is shown in timetables up to 
and including that for July 1910. In the October 1910 timetable it is shown as increased to seven days, by then Type OS16 
was current but the seven day notice on ticket 152 below has been printed simply by changing the block used for a Type 
0S14 ticket. This suggests that there may have been no extended availability singles in Types OS15, OS16 and their blank 
card equivalents. As with cross-Thames singles the Scottish availability was later reduced to three days, probably from 1st 
September 1918 while Types 0S17 and OSB14 were current. 

Type 0S13 Reduced size typeface used for the title and conditions, so changing the spacing for these. 

Type 0514 Ruled line between the fare and the repeats omitted, a heavier rule may appear below the destination. As 
noted above tickets with six and seven day availability are found in the type and Types 0S15 and 0S16 may not have been 
used. 
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FOREIGN TICKETS  

England - Scotland 

Type 0S18 Use of reference number discontinued. 

Type 0S19 Actual Fare tickets. 

Type OS20 Revised Fare tickets. 
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Type 0S21 Tickets printed for issue at the 1 January 1923 fare scale. 
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England - Scotland 

Blank card singles were also used. The known types are shown below. 

Type OSB10 Format of the title and conditions changed to correspond with that of Type OS13. 

Type OSB11 Position of the fare and miniature repeats interchanged to be consistent with fully printed singles. 

Type OSB14 Addition of reference number 1 or 2 according to class. 
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FOREIGN TICKETS 

Great Western Railway 

The Hereford Hay & Brecon Railway was opened on 1 October 1869 and worked by the Midland from opening. Through 
Great Western Railway coaches were run between Brecon and Paddington from 14 July 1873, being detached from or 
attached to Midland trains at Hereford. From 1 January 1875 the Midland abolished second class, but this was retained by 
the Great Western, so giving rise to the tickets covering first class travel to Hereford and second class beyond. The through 
coaches ceased later in the century, but through booking facilities remained and second class was not withdrawn from the 
GWR's Hereford trains until October 1909. 

Ordinary Singles 

Because of the length of the class description this could not be repeated at each side of the ticket and the formats of single tickets 
are thus modified from the standard ones. As will be seen the Midland seems to have found it difficult to settle on a colour for 
the first/second hybrid tickets. The single from Glasbury is a late 1892/early 1893 print corresponding to Type OS11; those 
from Brecon are from successive print runs and were issued two days apart, both correspond to Type OS13. The single from 
Talgarth corresponding to Type 0S14 was printed after the 1902 colour revisions and is on the slate blue card also used for 
second class tickets specifying the train of a company other than the Midland. 

Ordinary Returns 

David  Geldard
StrikeOut



f,cmeinidge Park to 
CUNNERSGURV(1A-Ki 

FIRST CLASS. 
Fare 9&) 

FOREIGN TICKETS 

London & North Western Railway 

From the north end of Ingleton station the Midland had running powers across the LNW's viaduct over the River Greta and into 
that company's Ingleton station, for their part the LNW were allowed to work into the Midland station. In the 1880s the trains 
of both companies provided a service between the two stations, but the Midland provided all tickets to their own station. This 
included second class tickets for northbound travel by the LNW trains, that company continuing to provide this class of 
accommodation after its abolition by the Midland on 1 January 1875. Perhaps it is for this reason that the carrier is not 
specified on the ticket illustrated. 

The overprinted fare shows that the second class tickets were still in stock in 1890, but they will have been withdrawn later 
in that decade as a consequence of changed traffic arrangements. The Midland working timetable for May 1898 shows five 
out of seven northbound trains from Clapham running over the viaduct and includes the note "The Midland trains return empty 
from Ingleton (LNW) as soon as possible after passengers have alighted." Southbound three LNW trains from Tebay ran 
through to the Midland station and again returned empty. 

MIDLAND RAILWAY. This Tioket la 
Maned subject to the Regalations & Conditions 

rris  stated in the Company's Time Tables &  Bills 
SECOND CLASS. 
Ingleton to AirS 

INGLETON (LANNI ED 
g':.ecuatagpaua(L&N W1  .inslotea ILiiotwadiNW 

London & South Western Railway 

The Midland was linked to the L&SW by the Acton Branch or Dudding Hill Loop, this was then part of the North & South 
Western Junction Rly, of which the Midland was a joint owner. The first Midland passenger service to the L&SW over the 
Branch operated between Moorgate Street and Richmond from 3 August 1875 to 1 February 1876. A service between St. 
Pancras and Earls Court (via Turnham Green L&SW and the Metropolitan District Rly) operated from 1 May 1878 to 30 
September 1880. The following day a shuttle service commenced between Child's Hill and Harrow Road (renamed Stonebridge 
Park for West Willesden & Harlesden on 1 July 1884), this was discontinued on and from 2 July 1888. It recommenced on 1 
March 1893, being extended to Gunnersbury (L&SW) from 1 January 1894. Midland passenger services over the branch finally 
ceased on 1 October 1902. 

During the period of the 1878-80 service the return halves of tickets to L&SW stations were available for four days rather than 
only on the day of issue as was standard for short distance bookings. Tickets were basically of Type OR9 and were printed on 
yellow/white and drab/green cards as appropriate for a down outward journey. On commencement of the shuttle service to 
Gunnersbury the availability was reduced to day of issue or Saturday to Monday, also by then directional colouring of return 
tickets had been discontinued and standard white/yellow and green/drab cards were in use. 
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B,I,Eg. West Bridge 
BAG T'  

G LASS. 
;This Ticket is issued subject to the 
{Regulations Sr., Conditions stated in 
;the Company's Time Tables & Bills 

Bagworth B.sgwort}v 

ORDINARY SINGLES & RETURNS - SPECIAL CASES 

By Coal Train 

By 1852, and probably from absorbing the Leicester & Swannington Rly in July 1846, the Midland attached a carriage to 
two coal trains each way per day between West Bridge and Coalville. They called at Glenfield, Ratby, Desford, Bagworth 
and Bardon Hill. Their last appearance is in time tables for the quarter commencing 1 February 1878, they are not in the 
May timetable and the last service thus ran on or before 30 April 1878. 

Express & Mail Train Tickets 

During the 1840s and 1850s premium fares were charged for travel by the Express or Night Mail trains. The Trains Office 
Diary records that local express and mail tickets were discontinued on 1 October 1859, express fares with Great Western 
stations west of Bristol continued but were abolished in February 1877. 

MAIL 771," 
DERBY TO 

DONCASTER 
SECOND CLASS 

Extended Conditions 

Some ordinary singles and returns were printed with special conditions indicating that the ticket was only available to the 
station for which it is issued. They were used when the fare from the issuing to the destination station was less than that 
from the issuing station to at least one intermediate station lying on a permissible route for the journey. 

The best-known examples are tickets between Sheffield and Chesterfield. The original route for this journey started from 
Sheffield (Wicker) in a northerly direction and ran via Holmes and the "old road" (from Masborough) to Chesterfield. On 1 
February 1870 the new Midland station at Sheffield opened, together with the new line via Dronfield to Chesterfield 
providing a 121/4  mile route between the two towns rather than the 203/4  miles via Holmes. The shorter route dictated the 1/-
(one penny per mile) third class single fare between the two towns (later increased to 1/01/2d) but the longer route continued 
in use; a passenger could use either, the special conditions on the ticket acting as a warning that if he alighted short of 
Chesterfield at a station on the old road more than 12 miles distant from Sheffield then he would be liable for an excess fare. 
The conditions are found on single and return tickets of both classes. 

Another fare anomaly was that for a single journey between Derby and Nottingham, the charge being 1/- for a journey of 16 
miles. This dated back to the opening of the line, when the Midland Counties Rly was forced to use the 1/- fare already 
being charged by a local carrier between the two towns, rather than the proper mileage fare. Writing in the Midland 
Railway Society Journal Glynn Waite records that the 1/- fare continued until the 50% rise of January 1917. Despite this 
cheap fare all third class singles seen are in standard format with the normal conditions. This is likely to have been because 
the Midland also saw fit to reduce the Derby - Beeston fare to 10d, and there may well have been a similar reduction in the 
Nottingham - Spondon fare. However, it appears that similar concessions for the intermediate stations may not have been 
made for first class single bookings or for return bookings of either class, as such tickets from Nottingham to Derby are 
known with the special conditions. 

Tickets from Derby to Ashby (and presumably vice-versa) via Burton also carried these conditions, in view of the shorter 
route via Melbourne, as did a first class single from Mansfield to Ambergate. The latter can not be easily explained, 
although the fare is a little less than would usually have been expected. 
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For the Information of the Company's Servants only. 

EY/EL itErlaPSRD  AND IIIIFENBEiii 
A revised service, partly worked by ordinary trains and partly 
by Motor Carriages, will be put in operation on this Branch, 

commencing on Wednesday, August 9th, as follows :— 
WEEKDAYS. 211KDAYS. 
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STATIONS. 

to 

arr. 
1 dep. 

2.49 p.m. Luton to St. Pancras must leave at 2.4 and arrive Harpenden at 2.57. 
K The times of the Motor Carriage between Heath Park and Hemel Hempsted will not apply 

until further notice. 
Manure Traffic, Redbourn.—Grards working 

Hemel Hempsted Branch will place manure for 
Redbcurn at the end of the coal siding farthest from 
the station. A—Shunts Harpenden Yard and leaves 
there Light Engine at 6.0 a.m. for St. Albans_ arriving 
there 6.10 a.m. See page 590, train 71. B—Shunts I 
Hemel Hempsted Yard. Light Engine Harpenden to 
St. Albans. See page 627, train 651. Leaves brake at 

On and after August 9th there will only be one class of carriage on the Branch. 

This service cancels that shown on page 653 of the July Working Tinto Table. 
•  

Be good .enough to give the necessarn instructions fo ,our Stag' concerned, and w-knowl(dge 
receipt by return, to Mr. dr. Elliott, Superintendent of the Line, Derby.. 

JOHN RIATHIESON, General Manager_ 
Derby, August 4th. 1905. 

1,600-4-8-1905. Bemrose & Sons Limited. Printers to the Company. 
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Harpenden. C—The Empty Motor carriage will leave 
St. Albans at 9.23, and arrive Harpenden at 9.32 a.m. 
D —The Empty Motor carriage will leave Harpenden 
at 7.10 and arrive St. Albans at 7.20 p.m. G—The 
engine must leave St. Albans at 3.0 a.m. and shunt 
Harpenden Yard before going on the Branch. On 
Thursdays is worked by an engine of the 1192 class. , 
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RAIL MOTOR ISSUES - HEMEL HEMPSTED BRANCH 

Tickets with the other seven fare values originally charged on the branch. 

'MIDLAND RAILWAY. This Ticket is 
issued subject to the Regulations & Conditions 

*stated in the Company's Time Tables & Bills. 
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Tickets for the same journeys but showing later fare values. Note that new fares applicable from 1 January 1923 were overprinted 
in red on existing stocks of tickets at the August 1920 revised fares. 
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RAIL MOTOR ISSUES - HEYSHAM HARBOUR BRANCH 

Tickets for the service between Morecambe and Heysham Harbour, which was operated by steam rail motors from its opening on 
11 July 1904 until June 1905 when normal trains took over. The only intermediate stopping place was Middleton Road, which 
closed when the rail motors were transferred from the line. 

From the tickets known it can be inferred that there was colour coding according to journey, the colours of returns being dictated 
by the return half. 
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RAIL MOTOR SERVICES 

Rail motor services are also recorded on the lines listed below, commencing on the dates shown. No new halts were opened and 
it may be assumed that standard tickets issued from the booking offices continued in use. 

1906 April 30: 
1906 March 1: 
1906 March 1: 
1906 March 1: 
1908 July 1: 
1908 July 1: 
1908 July 1: 
1908 July 1:  

Sutton Town branch. 
Melbourne branch. 
Ripley branch. 
Wirksworth branch. 
Hitchin branch. 
Doncaster branch, passenger service discontinued 1 Jan 1917. 
Northampton and Bedford. 

Wakefield branch (Westgate - Sandal), passenger service discontinued 1 Jan 1917. 



THE OMNIBUSES TAKE THE ROUTE INDICATED 
BY THE THICK LINES 
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Si. PAMRAS STATION =WI:LAU SrilAN] 1E11 11, 
CHARING  08088 aid WATERLOO STATIONS  

THE MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY RUN A SERVICE OF OMNIBUSES 
BETWEEN 

ST. PANCRAS AND CHARING CROSS 
AND WATERLOO STATIONS, 

For the g.ccommodation of Passengers travelling between the Midland and South Eastern and 
London at South Western Railways, and. to and from the Midland Grand Hotel. 

The Omnibuses meet the Principal Trains, and can be used by the General Public be-
tween any point on the route, which is as under:— 
Judd Street, Southampton Row, St. Martin's Lane, The Strand, and 
Brunswick Square, Great Queen Street, Trafalgar Square, Waterloo Bridge. 
Russell Square, Long Acre,  
The Omnibuses run between ST. PANCRAS & CHARING CROSS & WATERLOO' 

(Main Line Arrival Platform) as under :— 

Leaving 
ST. PANCRAS for 

WATERLOO 
(Main Line Arrival 

Platform) at 

Calling at 
CHARING 

CROSS 
at 

Leaving 
WATERLOO 

(Main Line Arrival 
Platform) for 

ST. PANCRAS at 

Calling at 
CHARING 

CROSS 
at 

8 15 a.m. 2 50 p.m 8 10 a.m. 3 15 p.m. 9 10 ann. 3 30 p.m. 9 20 a.m. 3 40 p.m. 
8 40 „ 3 20 „ 9 5 „ 3 45 „ 9 55 ,, 4 10 „ 10 5 „ 4 20 „ 
9 40 „ 4 0 „ 10 5 „ 4 25 ;, 10 30 „ 4 45 10 40 „ 4 55 „ 

10 20 „ 4 20 „ 10 45 „ 4 45 11 10 „ 5 45 „ 11 20 „ 5 55 „ 
10 55 „ 5 55 „ 11 0 „ 6 20 11 10 „ 6 40 11 40 „ 6 50 „ 
11 20 „ 6 10 „ 11 45 „ 6 35 „ 12 30 p.m. 7 45 „ 12 40 p.m. 7 55 
12 0 noon. 7 30 „ 12 25 p.m. 7 55 „ 1 25 „ 8 25 „ 1 35 „ 8 35 „ 
1 5 p.m. 8 0 1 30 „ 8 25 „ 2 15 8 50 „ 2 25 „ 9 0 „ 
1 45 „ 8 50 „ 2 10 „ 9 15 2 40 „ 9 35 „ 2 50 „ - 9 45 „ 

ON WEEKDAYS OrqL_Y. • 

Passengers holding Through Tickets between Stations on the Midland and South Eastern 
and London aqd South Western Railways, are., conveyed by the Omnibuses Free of Charge; 
other Passengers are charged 3d. each. 

OMNIBUSES FOR FAMILY PARTIES. 
SMALL OMNIBUSES, capable of carrying Six Persons inside and- Two outside, 

with a reasonable quantity'of luggage, are provided to meet the principal Trains at St. Pancras, when 
previously ordered through the Station Master at St. Pancras, or by giving notice at the starting 
point, or at any Station en route not less than 3o Miles from London, so that a telegram may be 
despatched. 

The Omnibuses will also be sent' to the Hotels or Residences of PARTIES LEAVING 
LONDON BY MIDLAND RAILWAY, on application being made to the Station Master at 
St. Pancras, stating the Train by which it is intended to leave St. Pancras. Charge per mile Is., 
minimum charge 30., if one horse only is provided, or Is. 6d. per mile, minimum charge 4s. 6d. 
when two horses are required. 

Derby, March, I884. JOHN NOBLE, General-Manager. 

Bemrose & Sons, Printers, 23, Old Bailey, London; and Derby. 
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MIDLAND RAILWAY OMNIBUSES 

Shown opposite is a copy of a handbill dated March 1884 advertising the Midland Railway omnibuses between St. Pancras, 
Charing Cross and Waterloo. Passengers who were booked through between Midland and SER or L&SWR stations were 
carried free. Other passengers, able to join and leave the buses at any point on the route, were charged 3d each. 

This probably dates from the commencement of the company's own horse omnibus service (which is not mentioned in the 
timetable for spring 1884 but does appear in that for July), although early timetables include details of many coach 
proprietors who provided feeder services to and from Midland stations. In the 1885 edition of Duncan's Manual of British & 
Foreign Tramway Companies there appears an advertisement by the Bell Punch Company stating that the company had 
become proprietors of patents and machinery for printing roll tickets and of the Distributors for issuing same (by acquisition 
in June 1883 from John Melton Black who joined the Board as Managing Director) and are prepared to supply this system of 
check which has been in use for several years upon tramways, omnibuses, steam boats and places of amusement and is in the 
use of inter alia "Midland Railway 'Buses, London". 

The Midland public timetable for July 1903 advertises an omnibus service between the same three stations, indicating that 
buses would also call at Morley's Hotel, Grand Hotel, Golden Cross Hotel and Haxell's Royal Exeter Hotel when required. 
Passengers with through ordinary and tourist tickets between Midland and SE&CR or L&SWR stations were still carried 
free, with the general public paying a fare of 3d for a journey between any two points on the route. This arrangement 
continued to be shown in timetables until 1 April 1906, the issue for 1 July 1906 showed that the buses were then extended to 
run to Victoria and that free carriage was also available to passengers booking through between the Midland and the 
LB&SC R. 

Whether the Midland owned and operated motor buses within London is not clear. John Cummings in Railway Motor Buses 
& Bus Services in the British Isles 1902-1933 Volume One illustrates a Thornycroft-built bus outside St Pancras station 
emblazoned on the side with "MIDLAND RAILWAY. ST  PANCRAS, CHARING CROSS & VICTORIA" and bearing the 
name of Leon Charles, the then Secretary of the Midland Railway. He states that the service opened in July 1905 (although 
the timetable evidence suggests that this should be 1906), another bus being added in September but that the service ceased at 
some time before the New Year. Doubts are cast as to whether ordinary passengers were picked up en route and as to the 
actual owners and operators of the vehicles. In any event it would appear that the motor buses supplemented, rather than 
replaced, the horse bus service which is shown in timetables through to October 1911 and is likely to have continued beyond 
that date. General information given in Midland timetables was drastically reduced from 1912 onwards. 

Cummings does give clear details of Midland motor bus services in Northamptonshire. Two vehicles opened a service 
between Desborough Station and the 'Red Lion' at Rothwell on 1 May 1908, followed by a service from Kettering Station to 
Rothwell on 1 July 1909. Soon afterwards a garage was erected at Kettering, and as this service proved more popular that to 
Desborough was withdrawn on and from 30 June 1911 to be replaced by one from Kettering to Burton Latimer. The latter 
was unsuccessful and was withdrawn in 1912, having lasted less than 12 months. The Kettering - Rothwell service 
continued throughout the First World War, finally ceasing on and from 26 February 1921. 

Backs of Midland omnibus tickets are shown below, note that some were printed by the L&SWR for issue at their stations 
and carry the standard ordinary single conditions of that company. 

This Ticket most be shewn on demand. 
Company do not undertake that the 

of ttr Oiiii tib use s shall start or Emilie at the 
tibt,  specified in the bills, nor will they be 
accountable for any loss, inconvenience or 
injury which may arise from delay or 
detention, Issued subject to the conditions 

regnlations set out in the Company's 
Till!? Tables, :Bills and Notices. 
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MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY'S 
GC)  
c) Available for ONE JOURNEY 
C
,
C) by ONE PERSON between 

©ST. PANCRAS to CHARING CROSS 
or WATERLOO or VICTORIA. 

The Holder is requested to destroy this Ticket, 
which is not again available after the 

Poseenger has once alighted. 

OMNIBUS TICKET. 
CO MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY'S 

OMNIBUS TICK=. 

00 Available for ONE JOURNEY 
by ONE PERSON between 

© ST. PANCRAS to CHARING CROSS 
or WATERLOO or VICTORIA. 

The Holder is requested to destroy this Ticket. 
which is not again available after the 

Faccenger hag once alighted, 

Cn MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY'S 
TICKET_ 

Available for ONE JOURNEY es  by ONE PERSON between 

Z:5"  ST. PANCRAS to CHARING CROSS 
or WATERLOO or VICTORIA. 

04 The Holder is requested to destroy this Ticket, 
which is not again available after the 

Renewer Imo once alighted. 

No. 6 4  

Received the sum of 

For use of Bus from 
cd 

 

To 
roi;:
,   

Bibianb 

MIDLAND RAILWAY OMIBUSES 

Perforation position changed back to lie to the left of the serial number, the print orientation of which is changed to face 
towards the right hand end of the ticket. The backs are blank. 

- ..MI RAILWAY COMPANY'S crz  om us 
Available for ONE JOURNEY 

by ONE PERSON between 

SST.  PANCRAS, CHARING CROSS, 
and WATERLOO. 

'be Holder is requested to destroy this Ticket. 
C.0 which is not win available after  the 

Vaeaerger hag, once alighted. 

Victoria added to the list of stations served. Advertisement Ad 1(no others have been seen) is printed on the backs. 

As will be seen from the notice to the right (copied from 
the July 1904 timetable) the company also provided private 
omnibuses of various sizes to meet trains at St Pancras and 
to pick up intending passengers from London hotels or 
residences. The copy below shows that the driver was 
required to provide the passenger with a receipt for the 
fare charged. 

The Company also provide Omnibuses free of charge for the convey-
ance of three or more adult passengers from ST. PANCRAS TO 
PADDINGTON for the Great Western Railway, and from 
ST. 1'ANCRAS TO VICTOR IA for the South Eastern & Chatham 
and London, Brighton & South Coast Railways, travelling from stations 
not less than 50 miles from St. Pancras. 

omnibuses are provided, at moderate charges, to meet the principal 
trams at St. Pancras, when previously ordered through the Station, 
Master at St. Pancras, or by giving notice at the starting point (if a 
Midland Station), or at any Station en route not less than 3o miles from 
London, so that a telegram may he despatched. 

Omnibuses will also be sent to the Hotels or Residences of 
parties leaving London by Midland Railway, on application being 
math, to the Station Master at St. Pancras, stating the train by which 
it is intended to leave Sr. Pancras. 

Charge per mile xs., minimum charge 4s., if one horse only is 
provided ; or Is. 6d. per mile, minimum charge 6s. od. when two horses 
are required. Two horses are provided for distances over six miles. 
Large omnibuses, worked with a pair of horses, can also be obtained 
on application to the Station Master at St. Pancras, at a charge of as. 
per mile, minimum charge 8s. so per cent. extra will be charged in 
each case for all orders executed between the hours of rho p.m. and 
6.o a.m. 

St. Pancras Teleishone, Nos. t 7, xo8 or 556. 

David  Geldard
StrikeOut

David  Geldard
StrikeOut
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